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Dear Laura Codruța Kövesi, 22 November 2019

Please accept our respectful congratulations on your new position as first European Public Prosecutor. 
We are full of hope that your strict attitude against corruption and organized political crime will bring a
new era to the EU and to all member states, including Hungary, a problematic member state hijacked 
by a well-organized political mafia. You have got a historic opportunity to act against sin.

Your role is a very important phase and achievement agains tyranny in Europe. The six fundamental 
European values (human dignity, human rights, freedom, democracy, rule of law, equality) have future 
only if the violation of these fundamental values are declared to be criminal acts. Currently, violating 
democracy or the rule of law is not sanctioned in the EU. However, it is trivial that the violation of the 
fundamental values are seriously dangerious to the European society, hence (since it is seriously 
dangerous to society) must be considered as crime. Lawmakers who destroy the pillars of rule-of-law 
and protect corruption from the people (instead of promoting transparency, accountability and civil 
control of the state) must be considered as dangerous criminals. This is an assault/violence on the law 
committed by lawmakers. Please achieve in the EU that the assault/violence against the law by 
lawmakers will be crime and sanctioned strictly by EU criminal code. Memento Hitler, Ceaușescu!

Hundreds of millions of EU taxpayers' tax is distributed via national governments. The jurisdiction of 
the EU, in terms of criminal investigations and public prosecution, must be evident and mandatory due 
to the fact, that the taxpayers of the EU want to be sure that their taxes are not stolen by member states' 
polititians but are used lawfully and efficiently. We expect you to investigate the ELIOS case, reported 
by OLAF as mafia crime with evidences. The public prosecutor of Hungary is the friend of the PM...

We kindly urge you to achieve in the EU that joining the EU level prosecution system would not be 
optional or voluntary for member states but mandatory. To ask the Hungarian government about joining
the EU's anti-corruption regulations is like asking the thief whether he would like to be subject of the 
justice system or not. The current Hungarian regime builds a totalitarian dictatorship from EU funds.

We kindly urge you to lobby for the cause that EU funds should be payed to member states only if the 
member state complies with the requirements of the rule-of-law principle (independent branches of 
power, checks and balances in the state). For the sake of EU taxpayers. For Hungary's future.

We kindly urge you to take actions to make it clear in the EU that the Hungarian lawmakers committed 
a crime against the state when they repealed the previous constitution and Act XVII of 1989. § 7, in 
which it was ordered that the constitution can be changed only by a referendum. Lawmakers committed
crime when they introduced the Base Law (new constitution) without referendum. It is codified 
tyranny. In the middle of the EU. Please help to bring justice for all Europeans, including Hungarians.

Sincerely Yours,
dr. Szilvia Reketyei dr. Miklos Vazsonyi
President Vice-president
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